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1. INTRODUCTION
w xLet us denote by X, Y the collection of bounded linear transforma-
tions from the Banach space X to the Banach space Y, abbreviating
w x w xX, X to X . Also, denote by C the collection of functions, continuous0
 .and compactly supported on 0, ` and by L , where 1 F p - ` andm, p
m g R, the collection of complex-valued Lebesgue measurable functions f
5 5such that f - ` wherem, p
1rp
` dt
m5 5 < <f s t f t . 1 .  .m , p H 5t0
w xIn previous papers, 3, 6 , we have considered Mellin multiplier transfor-
w xmations on these spaces; that is, transformations T g L so that ifm, p
f g L l L ,m, p m , 2
M Tf s s m s M f s , Re s s m , 2 .  .  .  .  .  .
where M denotes the Mellin transformation defined for f g C by0
`
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w xIn 3 we gave sufficient conditions on a function m that a transforma-
 . w xtion T defined by 2 be in L for an interval of m and 1 - p - `, andm, p
further conditions under which the transformation was bijective. To restate
those conditions we need first a definition.
DEFINITION 1.1. We shall say that f g A if there are extended real
 .  .  .  .numbers a m and b m with a m - b m , so that:
 .  .  .  .a m s is analytic in the strip a m - Re s - b m ;
 .  .b in every closed substrip, s F Re s F s , where a m - s F1 2 1
 .  .s - b m , m s is bounded;2
 .  .  . <  . <  < <y1 . < <c for a m - s - b m , m9 s q it s O t , as t ª `.
The conditions for boundedness and bijectivity of T are given by the
following theorem.
THEOREM 1.1. If m g A then there is a transformation T so that, form
 .  . w xeach m and p such that a m - m - b m and 1 - p - `, T g L ,m m , p
 .and so that if f g L , with 1 - p F 2, T satisfies 2 . If 1 - p F 2, T ism, p m m
y1   .  y1 ..one-to-one unless m ' 0. If m g A, then for max a m , a m - m -
  .  y1 ..min b m , b m , 1 - p - `, T is a one-to-one mapping of L ontom m , p
itself, and
y1
y1T s T . .m m
In a number of papers we have made a variety of applications of this
w xtheorem. See, for example, 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 .
It is noteworthy that if m has zeros on the line Re s s m, where
 .  .a m - m - b m , then Theorem 1.1 gives no information about the
range of T on L other than that it is a subset of L , since then mm m , p m , p
  .  ..clearly cannot lie in the interval a 1rm , b 1rm . The object of this
article is to find out what further can be said about the range of T onm
L when this occurs.m, p
The case when m has one simple zero on Re s s m has been essentially
w xdealt with in 1, 2 , where the ranges of certain particular transformations,
each of whose multipliers had a simple zero, were studied. However, cases
when m has multiple zeros have not been studied previously. An example
of a transformation where this occurs is the transformation H discussedl, a
w xin 5 , whose multiplier, for certain particular values of the parameters l
and a , has a double zero and, for one very particular such set of values,
has a triple zero. Further examples can be manufactured from the trans-
w xformations with G-function kernels discussed in 7 .
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For this program we shall use the operators P and Q defined forj , h j , h
f g C by0
x




yh hy1Q f x s f x y j y h x t f t dt 5 .  .  .  .  . . Hj , h
x
w xand whose theory is given in 2, Sect. 3 . These are the simplest cases




However, in order to deal with multiple zeros, we shall need to extend this
 .n  .ntheory to characterize the ranges of P and Q , which each havej , h j , h
the multiplier
ns y j
, /s y h
and this we shall do in Section 2. In Section 3 we prove two theorems, one
 .giving necessary conditions that a function be in T L , and a secondm m , p
which, with a further condition on m, gives necessary and sufficient
conditions when m has only a finite number of zeros on Re s s m. In
Section 4, we mention some applications of these results to the bilateral
Laplace transformation and to the Fourier transformation. In Section 5 we
make some concluding remarks.
 .n  .n2. THE RANGES OF P AND Qj , h j , h
As mentioned in the previous section, we will study here the ranges of
 .n  .nP and Q . Our first theorem gives necessary conditions that aj , h j , h
function be in the range of either transformation, while the second
theorem characterizes that range. We prove also a lemma which shows the
significance of some notation that we introduce, and we end this section
with two lemmas that we will use in the following section.
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that 1 - p - `. If f g L and Re j s m -m, p
Re h, then for k s 1, 2, . . . , n,
ª` x x xdx dx dxk ky1 2 nk ky1 2 jy1??? x P f x dx s 0. 6 .  . .H H H H  /1 j , h 1 1x x xª0 ª0 ª0 ª0k ky1 2
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If f g L and Re j s m ) Re h, then for k s 1, 2, . . . , n,m, p
ª` ª` ª` ª`dx dx dx nk ky1 2 jy1??? x Q f x dx s 0. 7 .  . .H H H H  /1 j , h 1 1x x xª0 x x xk ky1 2k ky1 1
 .  .Proof. We prove only 6 , the proof of 7 being similar. The proof is by
 . w xinduction on n. For n s 1, Eq. 6 is proved in 2, Theorem 3.5 . Suppose
 . l  . ly1the result is true for n s l y 1. Since P f s P g, where g s P fj , h j , h j , h
w xand from 2, Theorem 3.2 , g g L , then for k s 1, 2, . . . , l y 1,m, p
ª` x x xdx dx dxk ky1 2k ky1 2 ljy1??? x P f x dx s 0, . .H H H H  /1 j , h 1 1x x xª0 ª0 ª0 ª0k ky1 2
and thus it remains to prove that
ª` x x xdx dx dxl ly1 2l ly1 2 ljy1??? x P f x dx s 0. . .H H H H  /1 j , h 1 1x x xª0 ª0 ª0 ª0l ly1 2
w xBut, from 2, Theorem 3.5
ly1 y1 l
P f x s P P f x .  . .  .  . /  /j , h 2 j , h j , h 2
ls P f x . . /j , h 2
x2 lyj jy1q h y j x x P f x dx . .  . .H  /2 1 j , h 1 1
ª0
 .Hence, since 6 is true for n s l y 1 and k s l y 1, changing the names
of the integration variables from x , . . . , x to x , . . . , x , it follows that1 ly1 2 l
ª` x x xdx dx dxl ly1 3l ly1 3 ly1jy10 s ??? x P f x dx . .H H H H  /2 j , h 2 2x x xª0 ª0 ª0 ª0l ly1 3
ª` x x xdx dx dxl ly1 3l ly1 3 ljy1s ??? x P f x dx . .H H H H  /2 j , h 2 2x x xª0 ª0 ª0 ª0l ly1 3
ª` x xdx dx dxl ly1l ly1 3q h y j ??? .H H Hx x xª0 ª0 ª0l ly1 3
x xdx3 22 ljy1= x P f x dx . .H H  /1 j , h 1 1xª0 ª02
ª` x xdx dx dxl ly1l ly1 3s h y j ??? .H H Hx x xª0 ª0 ª0l ly1 3
x xdx3 22 ljy1= x P f x dx , . .H H  /1 j , h 1 1xª0 ª02
and by induction the result is proved.
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COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose that 1 - p - `. If Re j s m - h,
 .n .  .ny1 .P L is a proper subset of P L , n s 1, 2, . . . . Also ifj , h m , p j , h m , p
 .n .  .ny1 .Re j s m ) h, Q L is a proper subset of Q L , n sj , h m , p j , h m , p
1, 2, . . . .
 .  .  .Proof. We prove only a , the proof of b being similar. Part a was
w xproved for n s 1 in 2, Corollary 3.6 . Suppose that, for n s l ) 1,
 . lq1 .  . l .P L s P L and let f g L . Then there is a g g Lj , h m , p j , h m , p m , p m , p
 . l  . lq1 y1 wso that P f s P g a.e. But applying P , as given by 2, Theo-j , h j , h j , h
x  . .rem 3.5 , l-times we have f s P g, and f g P L ; thusj , h j , h m , p
 . .P L s L , contrary to the case n s 1.j , h m , p m , p
We comment that this corollary shows that in general the higher the
degree of zero that a multiplier possesses, the smaller its range. To
simplify the notation later on, we introduce here some new notation.
 .DEFINITION 2.1. For locally integrable functions f on 0, ` and j g C,
we define operators U and V byj j
x




yj jy1V f x s x t f t dt , .  . . Hj
x
provided that the respective integrals converge.
Note that
x x x xdx dx dxk ky2 2k ky1 2n yj jy1U f x s x ??? x f x dx , .  . . H H H Hj 1 1 1x x xª0 ª0 ª0 ª0k ky1 2
and
ª` ª` ª` ª`dx dx dxk ky1 2n yj jy1V f x s x ??? x f x dx . .  . . H H H Hj 1 1 1x x xx x x xk ky1 2k ky2 2
The significance of these operators is shown by the following lemma.
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LEMMA 2.3. Suppose 1 - p - `. Then:
 .  .n .a if g g P L where Re j s m - Re h, then for x ) 0,j , h m , p
yn
P g x s g x q n h y j U g x q ??? .  .  .  . .  . /j , h j
nny1 ny1 nq n h y j U g x q h y j U g x ; .  .  .  . . .j j
 .  .n .b if g g Q L where Re j s m ) Re h, then for x ) 0,j , h m , p
yn
Q g x s g x y n h y j V g x q ??? .  .  .  . .  . /j , h j
ny1 ny1 ny1q n y1 h y j V g x .  .  . .j
n n nq y1 h y j V g x . .  .  . .j
 .  .Proof. We prove only a , the proof of b being similar. The conver-
gence of the integrals defining U k g for k s 1, 2, . . . , n, follows fromj
 . w x  .Theorem 2.1. Now a is true for n s 1 from 2, Theorem 3.5 . Suppose a
lq1 .is true for n s l, and suppose g g P L . Thenj , h m , p
yl
P g x s g x q l h y j U g x q ??? .  .  .  . .  . /j , h j
ly1 lly1 lq l h y j U g x q h y j U g x , .  .  .  . .  .j j
and hence for x ) 0,
 .y lq1P g x . . /j , h
y1 yls P P g x . .  . /j , h j , h
ly1 ly1s g x q l h y j U g x q ??? ql h y j U g x .  .  .  .  . .  .j j
l lq h y j U g x .  . .j
q h y j U g q l h y j U g q ??? .  .  .j j
ly1 lly1 lql h y j U g q h y j U g x .  .  . .  . /j j
s g x q l q 1 h y j U g x q ??? .  .  .  . .j
l lq1l lq1q l q 1 h y j U g x q h y j U g x , .  .  .  .  . .j j
and the result follows by induction.
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 .  .n .THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that 1 - p - `. Then: a g g P L ,j , h m , p
 .  .where Re j s m - h, if and only if i g g L , ii for k s 1, 2, . . . , n, them, p
 k . .  .integrals defining U g x con¨erge for x ) 0, and iii for k s 1, 2, . . . , n,j
k  .  .n .U g g L ; b g g Q L , where Re j s m ) h, if and only ifj m , p j , h m , p
 .  .  k . .i g g L , ii for k s 1, 2, . . . , n, the integrals defining V g x con¨ergem, p j
 . kfor x ) 0, and iii for k s 1, 2, . . . , n, V g g L .j m , p
 .  .Proof. We prove only part a , the proof of part b being similar. The
 . w x  .necessity of i is clear since P g L , and the necessity of ii followsj , h m , p
 .  .  .from 6 . We prove the necessity of iii by induction on n. Part iii is
w  .xnecessary when n s 1, since if g s P f , where f g L , then by 2, 3.6j , h m , p
y1U g x s h y j f x y g x , x ) 0, .  .  .  . . .j
 .so that U g g L . Suppose that iii is necessary when n s l, and supposej m , p
 . lq1  . l . kg s P f , where f g L . Then g g P L and hence U g gj , h m , p j , h m , p j
L , k s 1, 2, . . . , l, and it remains to prove that U lq1g g L . Butm, p j m , p
 .y1  . l . l .y1 w  .xP g g P L , and thus U P g g L . But from 2, 3.6 ,j , h j , h m , p j j , h m , p
if x ) 0
y1l lU P g x s U g q h y j U g x .  .  . .  . . /j j , h j j
s U l g x q h y j U lq1g x , .  .  . .  .j j
and thus
y1y1lq1 l lU g x s h y j U P g x y U g x . .  .  .  . . .  . /j j j , h j /
lq1  .Hence U g g L and thus, by induction, iii is necessary.j m , p
 .  .  .To prove the sufficiency of i , ii , and iii , we first notice that when
w x  .n s 1, then by 2, Theorem 3.7 , they are sufficient that g g P L .j , h m , p
 .  .Suppose that they are sufficient for n s l, and suppose g satisfies i , ii ,
 .and iii for n s l q 1. Then g satisfies those conditions for n s 1, and
 .hence g g P L , say g s P h, where h g L , and thus we mustj , h m , p j , h m , p
l  . w  .xshow that h g P L . From 2, 3.6 , if x ) 0,j , h m , p
h x s g x q h y j U g x .  .  .  . .j
s g x q h y j w x , .  .  .
 .  .  .where w s U g. But since g satisfies i , ii , and iii for n s l q 1, itj
l  .  .  .satisfies them for n s l so that g g P L . Also, w satisfies i , ii ,j , h m , p
 .and iii for n s l; for w g L by hypothesis, and for x ) 0, k s 1, 2, . . . , l,m, p
U kw s U kq1g, so that the integrals defining U kw converge for x ) 0, andj j j
k l  . lq1 .U w g L . Hence w g P L , and g g P L .j m , p j , h m , p j , h m , p
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LEMMA 2.5. Suppose 1 - p - `, and j and j g C. Then if m - Re h,1 2
on L , P P s P P , while if m ) Re h, Q Q s Q Q .m, p j , h j , h j , h j , h j , h j , h j , h j , h1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
Proof. When p s 2, the relations follow immediately since both sides
of either relation have the same multipliers. The relations then follow for
1 - p - `, since both sides of both relations are bounded operators
on L .m, p
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose 1 - p - `, Re j s m, i s 1, . . . , k, and n , i si i
1, . . . , k are positi¨ e integers. Then if m - Re h
k k
n ni iP L s P L , 8 . .  .F j , h m , p j , h m , pi i /is1is1
while if m ) Re h
k k
n ni iQ L s Q L . 9 . .  .F j , h m , p j , h m , pi i /is1is1
 .  .Proof. We prove only Eq. 8 , the proof of 9 being similar. To simplify
the notation, throughout this proof we write P for P and U for U . Iti j , h i ji i
is obvious, using Lemma 2.5 that
k k
n ni iP L : P L , 10 . .  . Fi m , p i m , p /is1 is1
and thus we only need to prove the reverse inequality
k k
n ni iP L = P L 11 . .  . Fi m , p i m , p /is1 is1
 .and we prove this by induction on k. Now Eq. 11 is trivially true for
k s 1. Suppose that it is true for k s l, and suppose that
lq1
nig g P L . 12 . .F i m , p
is1
We must show that
lq1
nig g P L , . i m , p /is1
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and we shall show this by induction on n . Suppose n s 1, that is, suppose1 1
lq1
nig g P L l P L .  .F1 m , p i m , p /
is2
y1  .and let h s P g. Since g g P L , h g L and1 1 m , p m , p
h s g q h y j U g . .1 1
But,
lq1
nig g P L , .F i m , p
is2
and hence by our induction hypothesis,
lq1
nig g P L . . i m , p /is2
Also, if « ) 0, x ) 0, and i ) 1, then integrating by parts,
x
yj j y1i ix t U g t dt .  .H 1
«
x tyj j yj y1 j y1i i 1 1s x t dt u g u du .H H
« ª0
xy1 yj j y11 1s j y j x u g u du .  .Hi 1
ª0
« x
yj j yj j y1 yj j y1i i 1 1 i iyx « u g u du y x t g t dt . .  .H H
ª0 «
As « ª 0q, the second term in this expression tends to zero, for j y ji 1
 . .is purely imaginary; also the third term tends to U g x , which convergesi
by Theorem 2.1, and thus, letting « ª 0q, the integral defining U U gi 1
converges for all x ) 0, and
y1U U g x s j y j U g x y U g x . .  .  .  .  .  .  . .i 1 i 1 1 i
n i .Also U g g L as is U g since g g P L . Hence U U g g L .1 m , p i i m , p i 1 m , p
Further, since U U g is a linear combination of U g and U g, and U U gi 1 1 i i 1
and U 2 g converge and are in L if n G 2, it follows that if n G 2,i m , p i i
U 2U g converges and, as a linear combination of U g, U g, and U 2 g, is ini 1 1 i i
L ; and in general U kU g converges and is in L . Hence, by Theoremm, p i 1 m , p
ni . ni .2.4, U g g P L , i s 2, 3, . . . , l q 1. Thus h g P L , i s1 i m , p i m , p
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2, 3, . . . , l q 1, and so by our induction assumption,
lq1
nih g P L . . i m , p /is2
Hence
lq1
nig s P h g P ? P L . .1 1 i m , p /is2
Now suppose that
lq1




m nig g P ? P L . .1 i m , p /is2
Suppose also that
lq1
mq 1 nig g P L l P L , .  .F1 m , p i m , p /
is2
and let h s Py1 g. Then,1
lq1




m nig g P ? P L . .1 i m , p /is2
mq 1 . m .  .Also, since g g P L , h g P L . Further, h s g q h y j U g,1 m , p 1 m , p 1 1
and thus it needs to be shown that
lq1
niU g g P L . .F1 i m , p
is2
But the proof of this is exactly as in the n s 1 case. Hence1
lq1 lq1
m n m ni ih g P L l P L s P ? P L , .  .  .F 1 m , p i m , p 1 i m , p / / is2is2
and so
lq1




n ni iP L = P L , .  . Fi m , p i m , p /is1 is1
and the lemma is proved.
3. THE RANGE OF Tm
We prove two theorems, the first of which gives necessary conditions
 .that a function g g T L when m has a zero of order n on Re s s m.m m , p
This theorem gives a test that allows many functions to be eliminated from
the range of T . The second theorem gives necessary and sufficientm
conditions, when m has a finite number of zeros on Re s s m, that a
 .function be in T L . First however we need the following lemma.m m , p
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose m g A and suppose m has a zero of order n at j ,
 .  .where a m - Re j - b m . Suppose Re h / Re j and let
ns y h
m s s m s . .  .Ä  /s y j
 .  .  .  .Then m g A, with a m F a m , b m G b m .Ä Ä Ä
 .Proof. Suppose that Re h - Re j . Clearly m s is holomorphic inÄ
 .  .  .a m - Re s - b m and is bounded in s F Re s F s , where a m -1 2
 .  .  ..ns F s - b m , since m is so bounded and s y h r s y j is1 2
bounded except in a neighbourhood of s s j , in which m is bounded byÄ
holomorphy. Also
n1 1 s y h
m9 s s nm s ? y q m9 s .  .  .Ä Ä  5  /s y h s y j s y j
 .  . <  . <  < <y1 . < <and thus if a m - s - b m , m9 s q it s O t as t ª `. HenceÄ
m g A. Similarly if Re h ) Re j .Ä
 .  .THEOREM 3.2. Suppose 1 - p - `. m g A, a m - m - b m and that
m has a zero of order n at j , where Re j s m. Suppose f g L andm, p
g s T f. Then for k s 1, 2, . . . , nm
ª` x x xdx dx dxk ky1 2k ky1 2 jy1??? x g x dx s 0, 13 .  .H H H H 1 1 1x x xª0 ª0 ª0 ª0k ky1 2
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or equi¨ alently,
ª` ª` ª` ª`dx dx dxk ky1 2 jy1??? x g x dx s 0. 14 .  .H H H H 1 1 1x x xª0 x x xk ky1 2k ky1 2
Proof. Choose h with Re h ) Re j , and let
ns y h
m s s m s . .  .Ä  /s y j
Then by Lemma 3.1, m g A. Thus by Theorem 1.1, if f g L ,Ä m, 2
M T f s s m s M f s , .  .  .  . . ÄmÄ
w xand from 2, Theorem 3.2 ,
ns y jn
M P T f s s M T f s .  . . . /j , h m mÄ Ä /s y h
ns y j
s m s M f s .  .  .Ä /s y h
s m s M f s s M Tf s , .  .  .  .  .
so that on L ,m, 2
T s P n T .m j , h mÄ
But this equation clearly holds on L for 1 - p - ` since both sidesm, p
 .are bounded operators on L . Hence if g g T L , then g sm, p m m , p
 .n  .n  .P T h s P k, where h g L , and k s T h and thus 13 fol-j , h m j , h m , p mÄ Ä
 .  .lows from Theorem 2.1 and Eq. 6 . Equation 14 follows similarly
choosing h with Re h - j .
 .  .COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose 1 - p - `, m g A, a m - m - b m , and
that m has a zero of order n at j , where Re j s m. Then for any h with
m - Re h.
n
T L : P L , .  .  .m m , p j , h m , p
and for any h with m ) Re h,
n
T L : Q L . .  .  .m m , p j , h m , p
Proof. In the proof of the theorem we showed, when m - Re h, that
 .  .nif g g T L , then g s P k, where k g L , so that g gm m , p j , h m , p
 .n .P L , and similarly when m ) Re h.j , h m , p
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 .  .THEOREM 3.4. Suppose m g A, that a m - m - b m , and let the
zeros of m on Re s s m be j , j , . . . , j of orders n , n , . . . , n , respecti¨ ely.1 2 r 1 2 r
For some h with Re h / m, let
nir s y h
m s s ? m s , .  .Ä   / /s y jis1 i
 .  .and suppose that 1rm g A, with a 1rm - m - b 1rm . Then necessaryÄ Ä Ä
 .and sufficient conditions that g g T L , where 1 - p - `, are that eitherm m , p
 .  .  .  .  .  .conditions i , ii , and iii or conditions i , ii9 , and iii9 hold, where:
 .i g g L ;m, p
 .ii for i s 1, 2, . . . , r, k s 1, 2, . . . , n , and x ) 0, the integralsi
x x x xdx dx dxk ky1 2k ky1 2 j y1i??? x g x dx .H H H H 1 1 1x x xª0 ª0 ª0 ª0k ky1 2
con¨erge;
 .ii9 for i s 1, 2, . . . , r, k s 1, 2, . . . , n , and x ) 0, the integralsi
ª` ª` ª` ª`dx dx dxk ky1 2 j y1i??? x g x dx .H H H H 1 1 1x x xx x x xk ky1 2k ky1 2
con¨erge;
 .iii for i s 1, 2, . . . , r, and for k s 1, 2, . . . , n , the functions w gi i, k
L where for x ) 0,m, p
x x x xdx dx dxk ky1 2k ky1 2yj j y1i iw x s x ??? x g x dx ; .  .H H H Hi , k 1 1 1x x xª0 ª0 ª0 ª0k ky1 2
 .iii9 for i s 1, 2, . . . , r, and for k s 1, 2, . . . , n , the functions c gi i, k
L where for x ) 0,m, p
ª` ª` ª` ª`dx dx dxk ky1 2yj j y1i ic x s x ??? x g x dx . .  .H H H Hi , k 1 1 1x x xx x x xk ky1 2k ky1 2
 .  .  .Proof. We prove the necessity and sufficiently of i , ii , and iii only,
 .  .  .the proof for i , ii9 , and iii9 being similar. Choose h so that Re h )
m. Note that from Lemma 3.1, m g A, and hence by Theorem 1.1,Ä
 .T L s L . Further, on L ,m m , p m , p m , pÄ
r
n iT s P ? T . 15 . .m j , h mÄi /is1
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For, if f g L , then if Re s s mm, 2
nir r s y jn iiM P ? T f s s M T f s .  . . . j , h m mÄ Äi / /  / / s y his1 is1
nir s y j is m s M f s .  .  .Ä  /s y his1
s m s M f s s M T f s , .  .  .  .  .m
 .  .so that 15 holds on L , and then on L , since both sides of 15 are inm, 2 m , p
w x  .L . Now from Corollary 3.3, for each i s 1, 2, . . . , r, T L :m, p m m , p
 .ni .P L , and hencej , h m , pi
r




nig g P L . . .F j , h m , pi
is1
Then, by Lemma 2.6,
r
nig g P L , . . j , h m , pi /is1
so that there exists h g L so thatm, p
r
nig s P h. . j , hi /is1
 .But since T L s L , there exists f g L so that h s T f , andm m , p m , p m , p mÄ Ä
 .thus from 4.2 ,
r
n ig s P ? T f s T f . j , h m mÄi /is1
and hence
g g T L . .m m , p
Thus
r




n iP L s T L . .  . .F j , h m , p m m , pi
is1
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 .Hence g g T L if and only ifm m , p
r
nig g P L . . .F j , h m , pi
is1
But, since w s U k g, from Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 the conditionsi, k j i
 .  .  . r  .i , ii , and iii are necessary and sufficient that g g F P L andis1 j , h m , pi
 .thus that g g T L .m m , p
 .  .COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose m g A, a m - m - b m , and let the zeros
of m on Re s s m be j , j , . . . , j of orders n , n , . . . , n , respecti¨ ely. For1 2 r 1 2 r
some h with Re h / m, let
nir s y h
m s s ? m s , .  .Ä   / /s y jis1 i
 .  .and suppose that 1rm g A, with a 1rm - m - b 1rm . Suppose also thatÄ Ä Ä
1 - p - `. Then
r
niT L s P L . .  . .Fm m , p j , h m , pi
is1
Proof. This was proved in the course of the proof of the preceding
theorem.
4. APPLICATIONS TO THE BILATERAL LAPLACE AND
FOURIER TRANSFORMATIONS
It is well known that an exponential change of variables changes the
Mellin transformation M into the Bilateral Laplace transformation L ;II
that is,
` `
sy1 yst ytM f s s x f x dx s e f e dt s L F s , .  .  .  .  .  .H H II
0 y`
where
F t s f eyt . .  .
Thus all the theorems we have proved so far have their analogues for the
Bilateral Laplace transformation. First we need the analogue of the space
L , and that is the space L defined by the normm, p m , p
1rp
`
ym t< 5 5 < < <F s e F t dt . .m , p H 5
y`
Theorem 1.1 then transforms into the following theorem.
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THEOREM 4.1. If m g A then there is a transformation T so that, form
 .  . w xeach m and p such that a m - m - b m and 1 - p - `, T g L ,m m , p
and so that if F g L , with 1 - p F 2,m, p
L T F s s m s L F s , Re s s m. .  .  .  .  .II m II
If 1 - p F 2, T is one-to-one unless m ' 0. If my1 g A, then form
  .  y1 ..   .  y1 ..max a m , a m - m - min b m , b m , 1 - p - `, T is a one-m
to-one mapping of L onto itself, andm, p
y1
y1T s T . .m m
The analogues of Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 now become the following two
theorems.
 .  .THEOREM 4.2. Suppose 1 - p - `, m g A, a m - m - b m and that
m has a zero of order n at j , where Re j s m. Suppose F g L andm, p
G s T F. Then for k s 1, 2, . . . , nm
ª` ª` ª` ª`
yj x1dx dx ??? dx e G x dx s 0, 16 .  .H H H Hk ky1 2 1 1
ªy` x x xk ky1 2
or equi¨ alently,
ª` x x xk ky1 2 yj x1dx dx ??? dx e G x dx s 0. 17 .  .H H H Hk ky1 2 1 1
ªy` ªy` ªy` ªy`
 .  .THEOREM 4.3. Suppose m g A, that a m - m - b m , and let the
zeros of m on Re s s m be j , j , . . . , j of orders n , n , . . . , n , respecti¨ ely.1 2 r 1 2 r
For some h with Re h / m, let
nir s y h
m s s ? m s , .  .Ä   / /s y jis1 i
 .  .and suppose that 1rm g A, with a 1rm - m - b 1rm . Then necessaryÄ Ä Ä
 .and sufficient conditions that G g T L , where 1 - p - `, are thatm m , p
 .  .  .  .  .  .either conditions i , ii , and iii or i , ii9 , and iii9 , where:
 .i g g L ;m, p
 .ii for i s 1, 2, . . . , r, k s 1, 2, . . . , n , and x ) 0, the integralsi
ª` ª` ª` ª`
yj xi 1dx dx ??? dx e G x dx .H H H Hk ky1 2 1 1
x x x xk ky1 2
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con¨erge;
 .ii9 for i s 1, 2, . . . , r, k s 1, 2, . . . , n , and x ) 0, the integralsi
x x x xk ky1 2 yj xi 1dx dx ??? dx e G x dx .H H H Hk ky1 2 1 1
ªy` ªy` ªy` ªy`
con¨erge;
 .iii for i s 1, 2, . . . , r, and for k s 1, 2, . . . , n , the functions w gi i, k
L where for x ) 0,m, p
w x s e j i xHª` dx Hª` dx Hª` ??? dx ? Hª` eyj 1 x1G x dx ; .  .i , k x k x ky1 x 2 x 1 1k ky1 2
 .iii9 for i s 1, 2, . . . , r, and for k s 1, 2, . . . , n , the functions c gi i, k
L where for x ) 0,m, p
x x x xk ky1 2j x yj xi i 1c x s e dx dx ??? dx e G x dx . .  .H H H Hi , k k ky1 2 1 1
ªy` ªy` ªy` ªy`
A particular case of the Bilateral Laplace transformation is the Fourier
transformation, arising when Re s s 0, and our theorems apply here too.
 .  .  .The space L is just L R , and thus if m g A, with a m - 0 - b m ,0, p p
 .on L R , T is a Fourier multiplier transformation, and our theoremsp m
give conditions on the range of the Fourier multiplier transformation in
question. For example, if T is the Fourier multiplier transformation with
multiplier w where
n 21r2 yt r4w t s p yit e , .  .
 .  .then w t s m it , where
n 21r2 n s r4m s s y1 p s e . .  .
 .  .Clearly m g A with a m s y`, b m s `, and m has a zero of order n
 .at zero. Hence applying Theorem 4.2, if F g L R , where 1 - p - `, andp
if G s TF, then for k s 1, 2, . . . , n
ª` ª` ª` ª`
dx dx ??? dx G x dx s 0. .H H H Hk ky1 2 1 1
ªy` x x xk ky1 2
One might note that in this particular case
` 2y xyt .TF x s e H x y t F t dt , .  .  .  .H n
y`
H being the Hermite polynomial of order n.n
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Of course m having a zero is not the only way that 1rm can fail to be
in A. It can happen that 1rm is unbounded in any closed substrip of
 .  .  .a m - Re s - b m . If 1rm s q it behaves no worse than
< < l g < t <qd < t <
2
t e ,
< <as t ª `, a characterization of its range can be given in terms of the
ranges of fractional integrals, the Laplace transformation, and the trans-
formation T given by
` dt2yl og x r t ..Tf x s e f t , .  .  .H t0
or products of two or all three of these transformations. However, we shall
not do this here.
We have only produced theorems giving necessary and sufficient condi-
tions that a function be in the range of a T or a T in the case that mm m
has a finite number of zeros on the line Re s s m. We point out that there
do exist transformations with an infinite number of zeros on Re s s m; for
 .  .  .  .example, if m s s G s z s , where z s is the Riemann Zeta function,
 .  .then m g A with a m s 0, b m s 1, and m has an infinite number of
zeros on Re s s 1r2.
Finally we remark that certain of these results remain valid for the
w xspaces L defined in 6 if w g A , where the class A is also definedw , m , p p p
w xin 6 . In particular, if w g A , Corollaries 3.3 and 3.5 remain valid, withp
L replaced by L . However, it is difficult to give explicit expressionsm, p w , m , p
for P and Q and to characterize their ranges on L .j , h j , h w , m , p
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